I. INTRODUCTION
In Software Testing, there has been much debate over the use of Random Testing (RT) as an effective method [9] , [10] , [15] , [19] . When testing software, a test case is a combination of inputs to the software which represent a single use of the software; Random Testing refers to the selection of test cases at random from the input domain. There are many reasons why Random Testing remains a popular choice: in addition to its simplicity and the efficiency of test case generation [10] , reliability estimates and statistical analyses are also easily performed. In fact, many real-life applications do make use of Random Testing [16] , [17] , [18] , [20] .
Failure-causing inputs are those test cases which, when applied to the software cause a failure or reveal a problem in the software. Chan et al. [2] observed that the performance of some testing strategies may be influenced by the pattern of the failure-causing inputs in the input domain (the failure pattern). This prompted investigation into improving RT's performance by incorporating information about failure patterns. Methods based on Random Testing, but involving additional strategies to take advantage of failure pattern insights have been named Adaptive Random Testing (ART) methods [5] , [7] , [8] , [12] , [13] .
An insight from the ART research was that more a widespread or even distribution of the test cases over the input domain was more favourable for failure-finding, in certain situations. The intuition underlying why this is so may be explained by means of a simple example, as follows: Consider O R t Fig. 1 . Illustration of widespread distribution intuition a two dimensional input domain with a circular failure region, the centre of which is O, and the radius of which is R ( Fig. 1 ) Suppose a test case t is randomly generated to test the program, but does not reveal a failure (that is, t falls outside the failure region) . Although both the location of O and the value of R are unknown, O is clearly at a distance of at least of R from t. Obviously, any test case drawn from the circular failure region is sufficient to show that the program is faulty, but for illustration of the intuition, assume that the testing objective is to select O as a test case. In view of the absence of the knowledge of R, intuitively speaking, it is better to choose a test case far away from t rather one close to t. Since the input domain is bounded, "far away" will effectively mean "widespread" or "evenly distributed". A version of ART, based on the use of exclusion, is the Restricted Random Testing (RRT) method [5] . By excluding regions surrounding previously executed test cases, and restricting subsequent cases to be drawn from other areas of the input domain, RRT ensures an even distribution, and guarantees a minimum distance amongst all cases.
One motivation behind the RRT methods is the intuition that, by incorporating additional information into the test case selection/generation process, it should be possible to improve the testing results [6] . This corresponds to a learning aspect of the method, and the results have shown the intuition to be correct -in experiments, the RRT method has outperformed RT by up to 80% on some occasions [5] .
With the additional information come additional overheads. Previous research into ART has yielded Filtering [4] and Mirroring [3] , [7] strategies, both of which reduce the computational costs associated with RRT. In this paper we present a new overhead reduction method, Forgetting. Forgetting is inspired partly by research into the importance of forgetting as a human strategy for learning, and application of this research in Machine Learning [14] . The rest of this paper is laid out as follows: In the next section, test case generation according to the basic RRT algorithm is outlined. In Section III the computational overheads of RRT are examined, and the aim of Forgetting explained. Section IV gives details about the motivation behind Forgetting. Some different implementations of Forgetting are explained in Section V, and the application of these implementations to some simulations is investigated in Section VI.
II. RESTRICTED RANDOM TESTING -METHOD
When testing according to the RRT method, given a test case that has not revealed failure, rather than simply select another test case randomly, the area of the input domain from which subsequent test cases may be drawn is restricted. In two dimensions, a circular exclusion zone around each nonfailure-causing input is created, and subsequent test cases are restricted to coming from outside of these regions. By employing a circular zone, a minimum distance (the radius of the exclusion zone) between all test cases is ensured.
All exclusion zones are of equal size, and this size decreases with successive test case executions. The size of each zone is related to both the size of the entire input domain, and the number of previously executed test cases. For example, in two dimensions (2D), with a target exclusion region area of A, if there are n points around which we wish to generate exclusion zones, then each exclusion zone area will be A/n, and each exclusion zone radius will be A/(nπ).
A graphical representation of the generation of the first few test cases, using the RRT method, is shown in Fig. 2 . As shown, after each test case is generated (and presumably applied to the program without revealing failure), exclusion zones are created around all non-failure-causing test cases, and the next test case is selected from outside these excluded regions.
A feature of the RRT method, particularly for the circular exclusion region version [4] , is that there is often a difference between the Target Exclusion Ratio and the Actual Exclusion [5] . As elsewhere, the Exclusion Ratios in this paper refer to Target Exclusion.
III. OVERHEADS
The RRT methods incur potentially significant overheads in the generation of the 
Ignoring possible optimizations, in a best case scenario, where the first candidate test case is outside all exclusion regions, there are m distance calculations required to confirm that the (m + 1) th test case is acceptable. In practice, it is possible that several attempts at generating an acceptable test case will be required. For each unacceptable candidate, there will have been x number of comparisons (and hence x distance calculations) prior to that comparison revealing the test case to be within an exclusion region. The value of x will be between 1 and m, the worst case being that the candidate is found to be within the final exclusion region checked.
The Forgetting methods attempt to reduce the overheads by limiting the number m of exclusion regions, and hence the number of distance calculations required to verify whether or not the (m + 1) th test case is acceptable (not within an exclusion region).
IV. MOTIVATION FOR FORGETTING
Human learning is often characterised by inaccurate retention or recall, termed forgetting, which as Markovitech and Scott pointed out, "is usually regarded as an unfortunate failure of the memory system [11] ." Markovitech and Scott explored the potential benefits of such failure in the context of Machine Learning [14] , finding that in addition to the obvious reductions in overheads, even random deletion of knowledge yielded improvements in system performance.
For RRT, Forgetting is motivated mainly by the desire to reduce overheads. A feature of the RRT method is that as the number of executed test cases increases, the size of each individual exclusion zone decreases. This allows the selection of new test cases to be increasingly close to previously executed test cases, as we want, but it also increases the computational burden; the exclusion radius decreases in size such that at its extreme, when the radius is of negligible length, we are effectively performing Random Testing, but with considerably higher overheads. If Forgetting is applied in such a way that, for example, only a maximum of k test cases were used in the RRT algorithm, then the minimum size of exclusion zones would be known in advance, and some assurance of the cost-benefit trade-off would be available.
Chan et al. [1] previously examined the distribution of Fmeasures (numbers of test cases required to find a first failure) for the Distance-based implementation of ART (DART). Their analysis suggested that the advantage of continuing to run the algorithm after a certain number of test cases decreased, and that a reset/restart may be more appropriate. We conducted a similar examination of RRT by simulating a faulty program in two dimensions, with a failure rate (θ) of 1%, and applying RRT with an exclusion ratio of 150% (a value close to the Max R, the optimal value for the exclusion ratio [5] ). The average F-measure was calculated over a sample of 5,000, and the distribution of the F-measures for various ranges calculated. In this simulation, the average F-measure was found to be 65.50, which is about a 35% improvement over the expected Fmeasure for RT (The expected F-measure by Random Testing is the inverse of the failure rate, so in the simulation it is 100). Table I summarizes the results, showing a skewed distribution of F-measures for RRT, suggesting that a reset/restart may also be appropriate for RRT.
V. FORGETTING TEST CASES
Three implementations of Forgetting were investigated: Random Forgetting; Consecutive Retention; and Restarting.
Random Forgetting refers to an implementation of Forgetting where, at the time of generating the (m + 1) th test case, given a value k (the Memory Parameter), we delete m − k executed test cases, and apply the RRT algorithm only on the remaining k. This is the simplest version of Forgetting, but is also the least likely to retain the failure-finding efficiency rates of the basic RRT method. Because of the relationship amongst consecutive, namely that test case i + 1 will be at least a distance of r i (the exclusion radius for i test cases) from test case i, random deletion may result in a spread of remaining test cases with less even or widespread distribution than would be desired.
The second Forgetting implementation, Consecutive Retention, again given a Memory Parameter of k, and generating the (m + 1) th test case, will delete the first m − k test cases, retaining the last, consecutive, k test cases. Because this version maintains the relationship among consecutive test cases, it is expected that it will outperform Random Forgetting. Additionally, to investigate the importance of the initial k test cases, i.e., those before the deletion of test cases begins, two versions of Consecutive Retention were examined: one where the normal RRT method was applied, resulting in a decreasing exclusion region size for each of the test cases 1 to k; and a second version which applies a fixed size exclusion zone appropriate for k test cases to all test cases, including 1 to k.
The third Forgetting implementation, Restarting, involves a complete reset of the algorithm. After k test cases, and exclusion regions implemented as usual, Restarting entirely forgets everything that has happened, and restarts the RRT method. This version is the most obvious implementation inspired by the analysis of RRT F-measure distribution (Section IV).
VI. EMPIRICAL STUDY
The effectiveness of the different methods of Forgetting was examined through their application to simulations. The first simulations were the same as those explained in Section IV, namely a square input domain with a randomly located failure region representing 1% of the entire input domain. For reference, additional experiments were carried out using a smaller (0.1%) failure rate. The expected F-measure by Random Testing is the inverse of the failure rate, so in the simulations it is 100 and 1,000 [5] .
Each of the Forgetting methods (Random Forgetting, both versions of Consecutive Retention, and Restarting) was applied to the simulations with various values for the exclusion ratio (R), and for various values of the Memory Parameter. In each case, the simulation was repeated 5,000 times, and the average F-measure calculated. Table II shows the generated F-measure results for when the Random Forgetting method was applied to the first simulation. The results for the two versions of Consecutive Retention (the first version using RRT for the initial k test cases, and the second version applying a fixed size exclusion region for all test cases) are given in Tables III and IV . Because the second version applies a fixed size exclusion region to all test cases, a different range of Target Exclusion Ratios was used. Table V shows the results for the Restarting method. Table I showed the distribution of F-measures obtained by the original RRT method, with a Target Exclusion Ratio of 150%. Because the failure rate (θ) was 1%, the expected Fmeasure by Random Testing (RT) is 100. The RRT method averaged an F-measure of 65.50 in the simulation, a significant improvement over RT. The Target Exclusion Ratio of 150% was selected because it is known to be a good approximation of the Max R, the optimal value [5] . In fact, it was found that in the simulations, a slightly better average F-measure was obtained with a Target Exclusion Ratio of 140% (65.13), although the difference is not large. The results showed that, for the simulation, RRT was able to locate a failure region with less than 100 test cases (i.e., the F-measure was less than 100) in about 4,000 of the 5,000 trials. It was also the case that all 5,000 trials found failure regions with less than 310 test cases.
For the some of the Forgetting methods, when applied to this simulation, when the Memory Parameter is sufficiently large, it would be expected that very similar results to the basic RRT could be obtained. In particular, for the Random Forgetting and Restarting methods, and decreasing exclusion region version of Consecutive Retention, when the same Target Exclusion Ratio is used, the results should be the same as for the basic RRT method. This is the case for when the Memory Parameter (k) is 500, 750, and 1000. Even when the Memory Parameter is lower, but still close to 300, the results are very comparable to those obtained without Forgetting, as can be seen in Tables II, III , and V.
It has been observed that as the Target Exclusion Ratio (R) is increased, the failure-finding performance improves, usually with the best performance obtained when the Max R is used [5] . In this study, the best performance for RRT was found when R was 140% (Max R was 150%). With the exception of the fixed size exclusion region version of the Consecutive Retention method, the Forgetting methods also appeared to yield best results when R was 140%, and also displayed the
The fixed size exclusion region version of the Consecutive Retention method, because it applies an exclusion region size appropriate for k test cases (even when the total number of test cases is less than k), will not have a Max R in the same way the other methods do. It does, however, display the characteristic curve with improvement in F-measure as R increases. Although Table IV appears to indicate that the best results are obtained when the method is applied with R equal to 200%, and the Memory Parameter equal to 140 (yielding the F-measure of 66.29), similar, and possibly better results might be obtained with a higher values for both R and the Memory Parameter: Because the exclusion region size (and hence the exclusion radius) is fixed, the same size can be obtained by different combinations of the two parameters, e.g., R equal to 200%, and Memory Parameter equal to 200 will give the same size exclusion region as R equal to 100%, and Memory Parameter equal to 100; the only difference being that the former will retain 200 test cases for comparison, and should therefore have similar or better performance (which can be verified from Table IV) .
The second situation where the simulation results were not as might be expected for RRT was for particular combinations of the Memory Parameter and R. As explained in Section IV, RRT allows selection of areas increasingly close to previously executed test cases by contracting the exclusion regions after each new test case is executed. Because there is a limit on the number of test cases used when applying the Forgetting algorithm, there is a limit on the contraction of the exclusion regions. If the limit is not sufficiently high for particular Target Exclusion Ratios, then there may actually be a decline in the failure-finding efficiency. This can be seen for the lower values of the Memory Parameter (k) for all the Forgetting methods.
All Forgetting methods do show the potential to achieve similar failure-finding efficiency to the basic RRT method, with identical efficiency possible when the Memory Parameter is sufficiently large. Even with relatively small values for the Memory Parameter, with the corresponding reduction in overheads, there is still comparable failure finding efficiency.
Tables VII, VI, VIII and IX summarize the results for a second set of simulations, with a smaller failure rate (0.1%). For these simulations, the expected F-measure by RT is 1,000, and the average F-measure for the basic RRT method (applied with a Target Exclusion Ratio of 150%) was 601. 16 . As in the earlier simulations, each of the figures in the tables and was averaged over a sample of 5,000 iterations. As was the case for the simulations with a 1% failure rate, the results for the 0.1% failure rate show a basic trend of improving failure-finding efficiency as the Target Exclusion Ratio (R) was increased (when the Memory Parameter, k was sufficiently large).
In both sets of simulations, it appears that all Forgetting versions achieve similar results, improving as both R and the Memory Parameter increased. As noted in [1] , the issue of what value to use for the Memory Parameter is difficult. There appears to be a correlation between relatively good results and values of the Memory Parameter corresponding approximately to the Expected F-measure for Random Testing (the inverse of the failure rate, θ). Of course, knowing the failure rate in advance of testing is not possible, but in cases where expectations or approximations are available, these may be used to help guide the choice. 
VII. SUMMARY
Restricted Random Testing (RRT) [5] is an implementation of Adaptive Random Testing (ART) [5] , [7] , [8] , [12] , [13] which uses exclusion regions and restriction of the Input Domain to achieve ART's goal of a widespread and evenly distributed pattern of test cases.
Forgetting is a simple overhead reduction method which allows the algorithm to be applied to a limited number (the Memory Parameter, k) of previously executed test cases, thereby reducing computation costs. In this paper, we introduced four versions of Forgetting and applied them to some simulations previously tested using the basic RRT algorithm. Results showed that, when the Memory Parameter was sufficiently large, the Forgetting methods performed similarly to the basic RRT method, including yielding better results as the Target Exclusion Ratio increased. It was also noted that, if possible, the choice of value for the Memory Parameter may be guided by expected failure rates.
